The Cost Of Using Your Company for
Political Manipulation is Fiscal and
Brand DEATH!
By Arlen Spetin
Gawker Media decided it wanted to rig politics. Now it is dead!
The CEO of Starbucks and Sony Pictures wanted to make movies and covertly finance Israeli
settlements with their coffee and movie money. Now they are fired and their companies are scrambling
for customers.
The voting public now has the tools to identify, target and terminate any company on Earth that
pretends to sell something but secretly rigs politics! Those terminations are getting easier to execute
and more frequent as The Streisand Effect process engines take hold around the planet.
Even, Google, who created the “Take-Down Effect” is getting hammered into submission. In the new
world, getting “Schumer’d” is a thing. Kathy “ISIS” Griffin is now facing heat for promoting the
torture and execution of a sitting President and abusing his young child. Was her approach smart or
self-destructive?
In the new world, financing any candidate means the end of your company. Mouthing off about politics
means the death of your corporation. Netflix moved all of the gay and get-a-sex-change movies to the
front of it’s pages and lost over a million viewers. While Netflix may, or may not, be run by closet
homosexuals, it was a very bad idea for them to push their views on an open world.
The public has risen up and is showing the corrupt technology CEO that “DEMOCRACY IS NOT
THEIR PLAY-THING!”
Either make a product or run for office but never, ever, try to do both. You are guaranteed to be
terminated, along with your company.

Why CEOs Don't Use Social Media | Fox
Business
Politics; Features. ... The vast majority of Fortune 500 CEOs don't use ... which sort of makes sense
considering it's a business network. Very few use ...
foxbusiness.com/features/2014/05/21/why-ceos-dont-use-soc..

50 Ways Social Media Can Destroy Your
Business
50 Ways Social Media Can Destroy Your Business. ... Political Maelstrom. ... Sometimes people don't
agree with your actions.
https://blog.kissmetrics.com/social-media-can-destroy/

4 Reasons You Should Never, Ever
Discuss Politics at Work ...
Why You Should Never, Ever Discuss Politics at Work ... It's your private business. ... "The important
thing is don't express your opinion," Heathfield says.
money.usnews.com/money/careers/articles/2012/11/01/4-reas

“Arrogant pricks pick other arrogant
pricks to run their companies. Arrogant
pricks use their companies to mouth off
about politics...”
“You win the PRIVILEGE of running a
company in America and can lose that
privilege if you get a single government
contract, grant, tax credit or other

taxpayer perk and then act against the
taxpayers...”
General Prohibition Against Using
Official Resources for ...
... or made available for use, as partisan political ... may be paid with official funds only if the primary
purpose of the trip is the conduct of official business.
https://ethics.house.gov/general-prohibition-against-using-officia...

Starbucks and Same-Sex Marriage Snopes.com
... Starbucks moves even farther left and tells traditional marriage supporters we don't want your
business. ... Snopes Delivered to Your ... Politics ...
snopes.com/politics/sexuality/starbucks.asp

Talking Politics at Work: What Not to Do |
Inc.com
Talking Politics at Work: ... Follow these rules to keep your company out of ... And you don't want
your well-intentioned policy to appear to be trampling on the ...
https://inc.com/rachel-elson/talking-politics-workplace-r...

